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Adrian Grams TV antennas need a clear, unobstructed look at the TV transmitter to pick up strong signals, so it is important that the site antenna is high enough above ground level to achieve this goal. Always unsupier the antenna high enough to clear nearby obstacles such as buildings and trees. In most cases, the
rooftop TELEVISION antenna is securely installed and attached to the eaves of your home will receive a strong enough signal to ensure your television picture is clear and stable. If you don't have a clear line of sight on the TV transmitter from the roof, you may need a longer mast to raise the height of the antenna, but
never install the antenna more than 6 feet above the bracket mounting. Another option in poor signal areas, or to receive remote television stations, is a long or reinforced antenna to improve reception. In some isolated locations, or screened with television transmitters hills or mountains, you may need an amplified
antenna raised to a considerable height to stand any chance of receiving digital terrestrial television signals. In this case, it is worth considering alternatives such as cable TV or digital satellite TV, because the cost of installing a TV tower or antenna mast with a guy's wires can be significant in comparison. Kate Evelyn
While it seems most people cable these days, or at least one of those tiny satellite dishes, there are still many households that rely on an outdoor TELEVISION antenna to get a signal. While this is certainly not a new invention, the good old outdoor television antenna still works very well for picking up local network
channels. All this thanks to video and sound frequencies. The antenna of the outdoor TV is always made of metal, so that it can easily pick up analog signals. Each antenna has a boom, which is a tall piece of metal in the center. Boom has a number of metal rods that cut it horizontally. Each of these rods can receive a
signal from the television transmission tower tens of kilometers away. Finally, there are receptors on the boom (one for every two rods) that actually capture the signals once they reach the base of the boom and are able to send them down to the TV attached to the antenna via the av cable. The TV antenna is specifically
built to take VHF or UHF signals. Television stations put out these signals through transmission towers, which are usually located on the roof of the station or other high point like a hill. The antenna doesn't do much work as far as translating the signal into audio and video. It's your TV. All the antenna does is make sure
the signal comes safely from the transmission tower, and gets sent along. Everyone with an antenna on the roof probably lost the signal at some point due to snow, ice or storm wind. This is due to the fact that the weather can affect the orientation of the antenna. If it is aimed at The channel tower you're trying to browse,
you'll pick up this channel better. That being said, it is true that there is no perfect orientation for viewing all channels, unless of course all the transmission towers are on the same hill, standing exactly the same. However, if the antenna overturns, you can be sure that none of them will work so well. If you don't want to get
a cable but want a better signal, consider getting a larger antenna roof. More boom can get you more channels by picking up on those that are next. In addition, an antenna with large large rods, in turn, will have more receptors. This will give you more luck with the channels you'll already get and will allow you more
options overall. Photo: ShutterstockWith has so many streaming services allowing us to watch what we want, when we want it, it makes sense that people are considering getting rid of cable. And as great as it is to be able to go home after work and watch back-to-back episodes of Office or Life Alone, there's something
to be said for tuned in to the local news in the morning to check the weather and traffic. If you're thinking about going this cord-cutting route, you'll need a nice over-the-air antenna to watch some of your favorite shows. Here's how to choose the best one for you (along with some of our favorites). A few years ago, I gave
up cable tv. That doesn't mean I gave up on TV. Netflix, Hulu Plus, Amazon Prime and my home theater PC were more than enough to get me everything I wanted to watch. However, I missed local news, sports, prime-time shows, PBS and luxury of just turning on the TV and watching whatever was next. Luckily, all I
needed was a good antenna over the air to connect to my TV. Once I got one, I got dozens of local channels, public broadcasting stations and other channels, all for free, in crystal clear HD. You can, too. All you need is a good antenna, but there is no one-size-fits-all solution. You have to find the right antenna for your
location, your life situation and what channels you want. Before you spend your money, here's what you need to know. At the beginning of each year, you're probably spending time combing through your budget, looking at spending MoreStep One: Find out what's available in your area The first thing you should do is
figure out which channels are available in your area. If you live in or near the metro area, you probably have a few to choose from, including major network affiliates (CBS, NBC, ABC, Fox, etc.) and PBS. Even if you don't, you can good luck anyway. Search sites like TV Fool and AntennaWeb to find out what's available.
Both use your address to create a list of channels near you where in the city they broadcast (which will be important later) and how strong these channels will come in. This creates graph and color list of channels organized by signal signal, signal strength and distance. It even flashes UHF and VHF channels. You can
see the example in the image above. You will be able to quickly determine which channels will arrive clearly, which will be noisy and which do not arrive at all. AntennaWeb, on the other hand, does a better job of explaining the different types of OTA antennas and the language you will see when you are shopping. If you
have an idea of the channels available to you, look at the calls to see which network they represent. This will give you an idea of whether you can catch your favorite shows or live sporting events. We've talked about some of the biggest cable cutting myths before, so don't go into this, assuming you get a TV experience
that's just like cable. However, if your favorite programs are on channels like NBC, ABC, or PBS, you are in for a treat. Similarly, you won't be able to catch every sporting event, but you can find a few on over-the-air channels like CBS and FOX. If the headlines are to be believed, consumers are giving up traditional TV
subscriptions in... Read moreStep Two: Choose the right type of antenna for your channels and geography While you know what's available, it's time to choose an antenna. You need to make two important decisions. First, you have to decide what type of antenna you need. Take a look at the geographic storyline that TV
Fool (or AntennaWeb) provided for you. The map is located up like the true north. Lines approaching your location show where each network is broadcasting. You want an omnidirectine if you have a lot of different networks coming from all sides. This option means that you get the most channels from all sides, but you
can sacrifice the quality of the signal. The omnidirectional antenna is easier to place and you don't need to worry about beamwidth, or adjust it every time you change the channel. The person on the map above is probably fine with an omnidirectional model. If all the channels available to you (or at least the ones you want
to see) all come from one direction as the nearest major city, then a directional antenna may be the way to go. One bonus of directed antennas: they are stronger and can reach further, so the channels you get will come in more clearly than with an omnidirectional antenna. The person in the image above will do best with
the directional antenna. But what's best for you depends on your location in relation to these channels. Second, you have to decide whether your antenna should be able to pick up UHF channels, VHF channels or both. It's easy to say both!, but most of the models you'll see on the market are good at one, not so much
the other. The FCC explains the difference here. In short, lower-numbered channels (1 to 13) will be VHF, and the higher numbers of them are UHF. The most popular antennas can pick up both, but it's much better to get UHF than VHF. Directed antennas or antennas with a signal loop (as shown below) are well
selected by UHF channels. Fortunately, many VHF channels are network affiliates and broadcast powerful signals, so even antennas that don't specialize in them can pick them up well, assuming you're close to the source. If you know the channels you want are the lowest number of them, make sure you get an antenna
that can pick them up clearly. If a company doesn't say what type of channels it's capable of receiving, let's assume it's UHF. The third, somewhat less significant thing to keep in mind is whether you need a reinforced antenna. Many manufacturers sell them at a premium, and ideally a reinforced model means you can
pick up channels that are farther away, and closer channels come in more clearly. However, in our testing this is not always the case, so we would say save your money if you need it. Better yet, before you buy anything, check the waters to decide what is best for you. There is a way to do this over the years. Everyone
knows the method. (If you were... Morestep three: buy cheap or DIY and then spend money before you run and spend money, consider creating your own or buying super-cheap to see what you get in the real world setup. We've shown you how to build some DIY models before, including the infamously ugly but effective
Pietenna and this more attractive fractal antenna. This directional model can be made of aluminum foil and cardboard. The great thing about DIY is that you spend virtually nothing to see what channels you really get and you can figure out the optimal antenna placement in your home. Also, if your DIY antenna works
well, save it and save money! If you don't want to buy or do anything, we've heard several times that people in apartment buildings or condos can try plugging the TV into a cable nest even if there is no service. The theory is that this will use the entire building as an antenna, meaning you have to get a great reception for
nothing. It doesn't work for me, but I've heard it so many times (and it's easy), so it's worth a shot. Your mileage can vary. If you prefer to spend a few bucks, pick up something cheap like this $18 RCA antenna. It's omnidirectional and it's a tiny investment to see what you can get. Again, if it works for you long term, keep
it up and consider your search more. Some solid antenna options for apartment tenants and homeowners If you've tried the DIY approach but found that you need something You have great options. A few years ago we ran down five of the best over-the-air antennas for your money (which includes the RCA ANT1050 we
just mentioned.) This is a good starting point for suggestions for both and all-directional models, but here are some others that we've tested here in Washington, D.C., south and east of most available canals (and a few other south and west): The Moho Leaf/Mohu Curve ($21-$80): This paper is a thin omnidirectional
model, and placing against walls or near windows is essential. One place can be terrible, and another a few feet to the left can be stellar. The sheet is $21 for the standard model, $41 for the reinforced version. The curve (a sheet designed to sit on a shelf instead of a wall installed) is $41. If you own a home, the $80
Mohu Sky is an outdoor all-directional model designed to be installed in the attic or on the roof. Mohu Leaf Metro ($18): Leaf Metro is to take Moha to a smaller, more restrained (as if possible) antenna for citizens or people who have channels broadcast on them from 25 miles. If it's you, Metro has a tiny strip of antenna

that can go almost anywhere without being seen (except cable, of course.) We tried it and it worked well, as long as your favorite channels are nearby. It's also tiny-you'll forget it's behind the TV or on the wall. HD Frequncy Cable Cutter ($49): This omnidirectional antenna isn't the most discreet (it's a black metal frame),
but it's surprisingly powerful. In our tests, it performed remarkably well, picking up all the available channels next to me with a big, solid signal. Its size and assembly meant placing fewer problems, which is good because it definitely looks like an antenna. It's also open friendly, and its waterproof design will stand up to the
elements. Monoprice HDTV Indoor/Outdoor Antenna ($16): This Monoprice model is a great antenna starter. It is weather resistant and can be installed outdoors and it lifts UHF and VHF channels spectacularly. Height and power can be a problem though- I found it a bit on the weak side if I got it close to the window or
located in the right direction. That doesn't mean it's directional, but it certainly looks like a part. However, it worked well in our tests and it is cheap. There are tons of other models out there, but these are just some of the ones we had the opportunity to test and it worked well. Do your homework, check reviews, and because we've seen them look there-don't buy antenna from commercials. Reelgood, a site that tells you which shows and movies on which streaming services are streaming, has a new Read more How to improve your signal and that watch forOnce you have an antenna at home and set up, use the TV to scan the
available channels. In most sets, it's all in the installation menu. Switch to coax input from cable to antenna, and then do an automatic channel scan. He scan for a few minutes and then show you the available channels. Try them and pay attention to the quality. Then then what you're up against is what TV Fool and
Antennaweb said. If all is well, everything is ready. If you missed what you want, or the signal sucks, don't send the antenna back just yet. There are a few things you can try: Try different places and directions. If you have a lot of walls between the antenna and the window, or your antenna is omnidirectional but still don't
face the direction your channels are coming from, try switching your position and direction. With some models, even a few feet makes a huge difference, or seating near the window compared to the inner wall. Let's look at the amplifier. Now, this is the point where you can consider the signal amplifier. Mohu, for example,
sells a $43 USB-powered amplifier that sits between the antenna and the TV. Winegard sells a few, and there are others on Antennas Direct or Amazon. It may or may not work for you, but if you get a bad reception, it's worth a try. Add a little coaxial. One thing that worked well for me was to use more coaxial cable than
I thought I needed. This especially helped reel it up a bit. You don't want to just leave the coaxe lying around, but if you can make a semi-free coil between the antenna and the TV, it can help a lot, especially with usually weak or fastidious channels. Keep the antenna away from other powerful wireless transmissions. A
few years ago I got a new Wi-Fi router for testing and I usually keep it close to the TV. As soon as I plugged in its new router, I noticed that my over-the-air reception was terrible. The antenna is on the wall behind the entertainment center and the TV, and the router is next to the TV. I powered down the router, and the
reception improved instantly. Turned the router back and the check-in took nosedive. The moral of the story? If you can, move your Wi-Fi gear and antenna apart or anything else filling the ether with a signal that the antenna may perceive as noise. With these tips, hopefully you'll be able to find the right antenna for you,
cut the cable once and for all, or at least enjoy some free, high quality on-air HDTV without installing a cable box or running a ton of coaxial around your home. Like everyone else, it starts with research, but this study can really pay off in the end. This story was originally published in 2014 and has been updated 12/4/19
to provide more thorough and current information. Information. over the air tv antenna map. over the air tv antenna direction. over the air tv antenna reviews. over the air tv antenna guide. over the air tv antenna walmart. over the air tv antenna channels. over the air tv antenna signal booster. over the air tv antenna
canada
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